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Exercises on binary trees Given the definition of the type BTree seen during the lecture:

data BTree a = Empty | Node (a, BTree a, BTree a) deriving (Show, Eq)

• define a function returning the frontier (list of the labels of the leaves)

• define a function returning the sum of the labels of a BTree Integer

Type-checker for the simply-typed lambda-calculus + E Implement the type system for the simply-typed lambda-
calculus extended by E (boolean and natural expressions) seen during the lecture. You will have to:

• define a recursive union type implementing language terms

• define a recursive union type implementing language types

• define a type implementing type contexts (finite maps from variables into types) and the substitution operator

• define a predicate typeOf which takes a type context and a term and returns its type, if it is well-typed, otherwise
raises an exception (error "...")

• recall that, in order to print language terms, language types, type contexts, the corresponding types you have defined
should be declared to be instances of Show (you can just use the deriving feature)

Interpreter for the simply-typed lambda-calculus + E Implement the small-step semantics for the simply-typed
lambda-calculus extended by E (with the call-by-value semantics). In addition to what you have done for the interpreter,
you will have to:

• define a function checking whether a term is value

• define a function reduce which takes a term which is not a value and applies one reduction step, returning a term

• define a function reduceStar which takes a term and returns its value, obtained by many steps

We assume the reduction takes place on closed well-typed terms, hence reduce finds always an applicable rule.


